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Abstract: Stretchable sensors are increasingly demanded in the fields of smart textiles for sports, 

military and medical industry. In this work, we propose novel elongation sensitive elastic fibers 

made up of Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNT), Polyester and Polyurethane. The entire 

fiber is encased with natural rubber (NR) for protection against mechanical, electrical and humidity 

external influences. With this fiber, it is possible to reach elongations above 100%. It can be 

fabricated in different sizes according to application requirements. The relationship between fiber 

resistance and its physical modifications was measured at different elongations and temperatures. 

The experimental results show a high sensitivity and a stable temperature behavior. 
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1. Introduction 

The demand for smart textiles is growing up due to different trends, such as wearable 

computing, smart health and integrated lightweight structure. Especially for sensors on the periphery 

of human body, skin compatibility, low cost, simple manufacturing and compatibility with common 

textile materials are strongly required. For these reasons, we propose to use Polyurethane twisted in 

polyester fiber [1] as high flexibility basis fiber material and then coat it with a film of carbon 

nanotubes, which has a high sensitivity to strain and elongation. As coating material, we propose to 

use a natural rubber, which has a high flexibility and outstanding encapsulation and skin protection 

properties.  

2. Materials and Methods 

The demand for smart textiles is growing up due to different trends, such as wearable 

computing, smart health and integrated lightweight structure. Especially for sensors on the periphery 

of human body, skin compatibility, low cost, simple manufacturing and compatibility with common 

textile materials are strongly required. For these reasons, we propose to use Polyurethane twisted in 

polyester fiber [1] as high flexibility basis fiber material and then coat it with a film of carbon 

nanotubes, which has a high sensitivity to strain and elongation. As coating material, we propose to 

use a natural rubber, which has a high flexibility and outstanding encapsulation and skin protection 

properties. 

The highly concentrated dispersion of MWCNTs is realized with a water solution of Sodium 

dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) treated by magnetic stirring for 20 h at room temperature. Samples 

of Polyurethane fiber twisted in polyester fiber are then placed into the MWCNT solution for 30 min. 
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By drying process in oven at 60 °C for 30 min the MWCNT is fixed on the surface [2]. The illustrated 

fabricated fibers (Figure 1b) are taken out of the oven then dipped inside the NR and dried for 15 h.  

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Obtainment of filament based sensor: (a) Fiber based sensor synthesis stages: (a.1) 

Polyurethane core fiber, (a.2) Polyurethane core fiber + Polyester fibers, (a.3) Polyurethane core fiber 

+ Polyester fibers coated with MWCNT (a.4) Polyurethane core fiber + Polyester fibers coated with 

MWCNT, encased (coated) with Latex; (b) Laboratory sequence for solution and coating making. 

3. Results 

3.1. Microscopical Characterization 

Optical images were obtained using Keyence VHX Digital Microscope showing polyester fibers 

after coating process under MWCNT solution. It is possible to observe in Figure 2a that MWCNT 

solution is fixed only over polyester fibers, middle polyurethane core is not affected by MWCNT 

solution. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Microscopic images of obtained fibers after coating and sealing process: (a) Cross section 

showing coated polyester fibers rounding a polyurethane core; (b) Longitudinal image showing 

effective latex enclosing. 

In Figure 2b is possible to check that all filament is sealed by a latex layer, this layer is added to 

avoid humidity interference, add mechanical, friction and aging protection. 

3.2. Electrical Characterization 

Each sample has a length of 10 cm and connected with copper wires in its extremities to enable 

electrical contacting (Figure 3d). The initial resistance of the samples is around R0 = 1.2 MΩ. 

For measurement of electrical resistance under tensile strain, fibers were fixed on one end using 

a clamp. On the other side, the free end of the sample was automatically elongated by an actuator in 
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the direction of its length and held using another clamp as shown in Figure 3. Its length was 

incremented in steps of 1 mm. For each step, its resistance was measured during elongation (loading) 

and relaxation (unloading). During the experiment, up to 25% of elongation was applied on the 

sample as shown in Figure 3a,b. Different samples were evaluated to check the reproducibility of the 

manufacturing process. They show a similar non-linear behavior with a high sensitivity at the low 

elongation range up to 5 mm which is approximately 160 in kΩ/mm. At higher elongation between 

15 and 25 mm, the sensitivity is approximately 40 kΩ/mm. 

For measurement of electrical resistance under temperature change, samples were evaluated 

using a climate chamber and the resistance was recorded under temperature variation from −10 °C 

to 60 °C. The fibers show a stable temperature behavior. During the experiment, the relative change 

in the resistance reach up to 18% of initial resistance as was shown in Figure 3c.  

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3. (a) Measured resistance values for elongation—load in blue and unload in red; (b) Zoomed 

resistance values at 13mm; (c) Relative change of resistance with temperature—relative resistance in 

blue and temperature in red; (d) Test setup for characterization of the sensitive fiber. 

4. Conclusions 

This work shows possibilities for flexible sensor development based on fibers. These fibers show 

electrical sensitivity 40 kΩ/mm in high elongations and higher in reduced range. This behavior is 

obtained after simple treatment, encouraging development of complete elongation or displacement 

sensors based on flexible materials. Temperature sensitivity also was detected, providing 

opportunity to use as rough temperature sensor or demonstrating that is necessary add compensation 

or correction stage to avoid its interference. SEM images for further characterization, adsorption 

calculation, improvements in hysteresis modeling/reduction and execution of range/endurance tests 

are required to candidate this approach as future elongation/strain sensor. 
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